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Abstract:  

The paper focuses on the issue of risk mapping in the conditions of the Czech Republic. This 
method is based on the risk mapping method developed by the Fire Rescue Service of the Czech 
Republic, which comes from the methodology recommended by the European Union. The aim of 
the paper is to characterize and determine selected starting points for risk mapping that are 
necessary for representation the risks on the map. It uses the interaction of different types of 
hazards with the vulnerability of the territory and the level of preparedness in that territory. 
Implementation of the risk mapping result for a given territorial unit is broad. Risk mapping is 
based primarily on the classification and quantification of risk in relation to the territory. It is a 
value-based result risk on the map. 
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Abstrakt: 

Publikovaný článek je zaměřen na problematiku mapování rizik v podmínkách České republiky. 
Problematika vychází z metody mapování rizik vypracované Hasičským záchranným sborem České 
republiky. Vychází z metodiky doporučené směrnicí Evropské unie. Cílem článku je 
charakterizovat a určit vybrané počáteční fáze pro mapování rizik, které jsou nezbytné pro 
znázornění rizik na mapě. Využívá interakce různých druhů nebezpečí se zranitelností a 
připraveností území. Implementace výsledků mapování rizik pro danou územní jednotku je široká. 
Mapování rizik je založeno především na klasifikaci a kvantifikaci rizika ve vztahu k danému 
území. Výsledkem projektu bude certifikovaná metodika mapování rizik se softwarovým nástrojem, 
který umožní graficky znázornit hodnotu výsledného rizika na mapě. 

Kľúčové slová: Analýza rizik, bezpečí, krizový management, mapování rizik 
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Introduction 
The basis of the risk mapping method was developed by the Fire Rescue Service 

of the Czech Republic on the basis of the methodology recommended by the European 
Union. Before Risk mapping, there was "threat analysis" was process in which 
territories with different levels of risk are identified. This mapping assesses the 
interaction of the different types of hazards with the vulnerability of the territory and 
the level of preparedness in that territory. Implementation of the risk mapping result 
for a given territorial unit is broad. Risk maps serve as a based information for 
planning documents for extraordinary event and crisis situations, for deploying forces 
and resources needed to address emergencies, providing comprehensive information 
on the burden of risk areas, the source of object threat analysis, and others. 

1  Basis of risk mapping 
Risk mapping is a mapping of risks on the map - a graphical description on a map 

background. Risk mapping is a process where territories with different levels of risk 
are identified. This is a view of the results of the analysis and risk assessment on 
special maps (risk maps). The risk map visualizes the level of possible losses and 
damage that can be expected in a given territory. The risk map makes it possible to 
identify the composition and the magnitude of the risk for each part of the territory of 
the analyzed territorial unit. [3] 

In risk mapping, the focus is primarily on the classification and quantification of 
risk in relation to the territory, it is a value expression of risk on the map. Risk is 
perceived as a complex risk sum for each type of danger. The basic assumption is that 
risk mapping can only include those types of hazards whose expression on the territory 
can be expressed in some way in a cartographic view - map. Numerical and statistical 
analyzes are involved in risk mapping, which contributes to more accurate and realistic 
results. [1] 

Processing of risk mapping is unrealizable without the support of Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS). GIS technology allows you to apply all the principles of 
the risk mapping method and get usable results. Risk mapping can only include those 
types of hazards whose expression on the territory can be expressed in some way on 
the map. This means that there must be a GIS layer for the type of hazards, or there 
must be data from which the GIS layer can be generated, such as a list of objects of 
that type as a list of address points, or as a list of coordinates. [2] 

Risk mapping uses the results of threat analysis for different types of danger. 
Risk mapping exploits the results of the analysis of the projections of the 
corresponding possible types of extraordinary events in the territory. Partial analyzes 
can be processed on the basis of numerical model calculations such as leakage of 
dangerous substance, breakthrough wave in water perimeter disruption, long-term 
meteorological and hydrological statistical monitoring, e.g. natural floods, snow and 
wind areas, natural phenomena monitoring and other methods, including the estimates. 
The expected outcome of the risk map can be graphically expressed, see Figure 1. [6] 
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Fig. 1 Expected outcome of risk mapping 

Source: own processing 

 

Risk maps are cartographic sheets of a defined territory, such as municipalities, 
regions, the whole Republic, on which different risk sizes are coloured. Different risk 
sizes can be expressed in a five-step scale, as shown in Figure 1. The boundaries 
between the different levels of risk in the concept shown in the figure can be very 
difficult to determine and depend on the person's approach to the boundary. What is 
just a medium risk for one, it can be high risk for another one. The described risk 
mapping method emphasizes the value of the risk, and the representation on the map in 
the colour scale is understood only as a visualization of the results. This visualization 
highlights areas of higher risk and its then subject to further investigation, why there is 
such risk and its composition (how it is caused) and how the risk can be treated. 
Territory with higher risk areas which are defined in this way, should be managed and 
treated by crisis management of the territory.[4][5] 

2  Basic terms in risk mapping 
The risk in the concept of risk mapping is the result of the product of the danger 

existing on the territory and the vulnerability of the territory. 

 

RISK = DANGER x VULNERABILITY 

Alternatively, you can use the graphical representation of the matrix product - the 
so-called risk matrix shown in Figure 2. [6] 
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Fig. 1 Risk Matrix [8] 

 

Basic terms needed in risk mapping are danger, vulnerability, risk, level of risk 
and preparedness. Another important concept introduced for risk mapping purposes is 
the degree of risk that expresses the level of risk. This is a value representing the 
amount of the risk, which is further modified by the intensity of the threat in the given 
territory.[7] 

Risk mapping always works with a clearly defined territory. Using the term "risk" 
is always considered in this section as "risk to the territory". The risk is related to a 
specific territory. This is a difference from the use of the concept of risk in the sections 
devoted to threat analysis for the Czech Republic and threat analysis for the level of 
the region, where this term is understood on a more general level. 

The risk to the territory is the expected negative consequences due to the 
activation of danger in the given area. 

     RU = MR × Z (Equation 1) 

Where: 

RU = Risk to the territory, 

MR = The degree of risk, 

Z = Vulnerability of the territory. 

 

In the above definition of risk, the first part of the definition of "expected 
negative consequences due to the activation of the danger" is expressed by the" The 
degree of risk " variable and the second part "on given territory" is represented by the 
variable "vulnerability". [2] 
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Creating a map of dangers is the first phase of risk mapping. At this stage, it is 
necessary to value the accumulated degree of risk on the basis of the map. The map is 
based of each type of danger - on the digital map of the plot of the individual types of 
extraordinary events. It is also necessary to establish a numerical value for each type 
of danger, which is the significance of the weighting coefficient in the risk cumulation 
process. 

3  Types of danger 
The specific type of danger is characteristic of the area in which it appearance 

and the intensity of the threat it represents. The appearance of a particular type of 
danger in the territory is expressed in value by the magnitude of the risk. For risk 
mapping, a particular type of danger must be expressed in a cartographic 
representation, i.e. it must have a specific territorial expression. There must be data in 
GIS or there must be data that can be easily converted to a cartographic view. [4] 

 

For risk mapping purposes, it is appropriate to divide the types of danger into two 
basic groups: 

(a) with a specific source of risk - the types of danger where a specific source 
of risk can be identified (e.g. watercourse, waterworks, chemical plant, 
nuclear power plant, etc.) and the associated defined area where the 
danger can be expressed in GIS territory, breakthrough wave, emergency 
planning zone, etc.);  

b) without a specific source of risk – danger area without a territorially 
defined source, the danger can still be expressed on the map, e.g. using 
statistical expression (e.g. wind, snow areas) or otherwise expressing the 
susceptibility of the area to the manifestation of danger (e.g. territory 
prone to floods). 

 

Table 1 lists of possible types of dangers for which the mapping method can be 
found, and the type of source digital data, and can therefore be included in the risk 
mapping. The terminology listed in the Danger Register is used to designate individual 
types of dangers. 
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Tab. 1  Hazards Types for Risk Mapping [3] 

Danger with specifically source 

Danger Source of danger Useable data (GIS) 

Flood watercourse 5-year, 20-year, 100-year-old 
water, maximum flood 

Special flood water work Threatened territory by a 
breakthrough wave 

Leakage of 
dangerous 
substances 

operator's facilities emergency planning zones, 
threat zones 

avian influenza 

 

factory farm displacement of farms, 
protection zones, surveillance 
zones 

Nuclear accident  nuclear power equipment emergency planning zones 

Traffic accident road vehicle moving on the 
road 

the road network 

Train accident rail vehicle moving on the rail rail network 

Danger with unspecifically source 

Danger Useable data (GIS) 

snow calamity map of snow areas 

wind storm map of windy areas 

torrential flood areas prone to floods 

slope instability risk landslides (maps of 
susceptibility to slopes stability) 

Source: own processing 

 

This numeration is not final. It depends on the existence of the types of dangers 
in the given territory and the existence of the relevant digital GIS data. Whenever a 
different type of danger can be added to the risk mapping process. It is only a matter of 
time when experts will be able to express the susceptibility of a particular territory to 
the manifestation of some other type of danger. 

4  Determination of risk 
The risk level specified in the threat analysis for the Czech Republic can be used 

to express the baseline value of the risk level for the danger types included in the risk 
mapping. (Government Resolution No. 369, 2016) An important aspect must be taken 
into account in the risk mapping process. Almost all the defined types of hazards, the 
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intensity of the threat on the entire area of the territory where the hazard can be 
expressed is constant. (Performing Risk Analysis, 2016) A typical example is a hazard 
that comes from a particular source of risk. In areas adjacent to the source of risk, the 
hazards resulting from the activation of dangers are usually more intense than in more 
distant areas, see Figure 3. 

It is advisable to express a different threat intensity based on fuzzy logic and to 
use a Kohr threat coefficient equal to or less than 1. The territory where is the highest 
intensity, is rated by the Kohr = the milder variants are reduced by the coefficient Kohr 
<1. This has the result that the value of the risk measure is reduced in parts of the 
territory where the intensity of the threat is lower. Figure 4 shows a model example 
where a linear four-stage coefficient expression of Kohr = {1; 0.75; 0.5; 0.25}. [2] 

 
Fig. 3 Threat intensity 

Source: own processing 

 

Conclusion 

For some types of danger with a specific source of risk, the significance of the 
risk source can be assessed. This can be done for those types of danger that are 
categorized as sources of risk. An example is the type of danger "special flood" for 
which there is categorization of sources of risk, i.e., waterworks. From the point of 
view of technical and safety supervision, the water works are divided into IV. 
Categories, according to the risk of endangering human lives and possible damage to 
property in the territory. The waterworks category also expresses the potential of any 
breakthrough wave when disrupting the waterworks. Another example is the type of 
danger "leakage of dangerous or toxic substances from stationary equipment". 
According to the Major Accident Prevention Act, operators handling chemical 
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substances are divided into Group A, Group B and Non-Classified (objects with a 
lower amount of dangerous substance). Explaining the significance of the risk source 
by the risk factor (Kzdr) ≤ 1 will help to further clarify the description of the effects of 
the hazard on the territory. For the existence of four categories, for example, a linear 
four-stage expression of the coefficient Kzdr = {1; 0.75; 0.5; 0.25}. [3] 

 

If spatial data is only available as a point or line layer for a given type of danger, 
it is necessary to create a buffer zone of the appropriate size. This area of packaging is 
then considered to reflect the type of extraordinary event. Only polygonal layers can 
enter the risk mapping. E.g. for the type of danger "serious road traffic accident" 
spatial data are available to the road network, that is the liner layer. On the basis of an 
assessment of the possible impact of an accident in the vicinity of the road, it is 
possible to create appropriate packaging zones, e.g 100 m for personal or freight 
transport without leakage of dangerous substances, with a size of several hundred 
meters for an accident involving the release of dangerous toxic substances or 
petroleum products - suitable programs to model leakage of dangerous substances can 
be used to estimate the appropriate size of the packaging zone. 

 

The article was supported by Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic Project, 
filed under: VH20182021037 Risk Mapping in the Czech Republic. 
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